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Safety Guidelines

Forward:

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. has put in place this Safety Guideline program to establish a
safe and efficient means in which we may offer our flight training programs to our
valued clients. The information contained in this document is to be distributed in a
booklet format to our clients upon enrollment into any of the programs offered at Kuhl
Aero Academy Inc. 

Safety is of the utmost importance at all times, and Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. will be
monitoring our practices and make revisions as required. Should you have any
suggestions or concerns you are encouraged to bring them to the attention of our Chief
Flight Instructor, Marohl Kuhl.

How to Contact Kuhl Aero Academy Inc.

Our office is located in the main terminal building at the Hanover Saugeen Municipal
Airport.

Mailing Address:                                          Office Telephone Number:                        
  
Kuhl Aero Academy Inc.                                 519-364-4667
Saugeen Municipal Airport
34 Saugeen Airport Road                   Email:
RR # 1,                                                       kuhlaeroacademy@hotmail.com
Walkerton, Ontario
N0G 2V0                                                        

Valuables and Lost and Found

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. does not accept any responsibility for items left at our facility
or in our aircraft. Please refrain from asking any staff members to store valuables for
you. However, we do encourage you to report lost items in writing, with your name and
contact number.

Payment Methods

Payment in full is required upon completion of your booking. We accept, cash,
cheques, MasterCard, Visa and E-transfer (must be sent the same day). Cheques must
be made payable to “Kuhl Aero Academy Inc.” and may not be post-dated.
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Refunds

Request for a refund may be granted on a case by case basis through the CFI.

Non-Negotiable Cheque

If your cheque is returned to us for any reason you will be charged a $50.00 fee. You
will be notified immediately and the amount applied to your credit card. In all cases, this
fee and the outstanding invoice must be paid prior to your next flight.

Flight Bookings

Flights may be scheduled using our company website or over the phone. When you
make a booking, you are expected to honor it. When weather conditions are not
suitable for your lesson, your instructor will contact you. If you do not hear from your
instructor assume the lesson is to proceed as per your booking request.

When acting as PIC - you are required to inform us of any destination, routing or any
other applicable operational details concerning the flight. If you change the destination
after departure you are required to inform us as soon as possible.

Flight Cancellation

You may cancel any flight up to 24 hours in advance with no penalty. If you miss a
scheduled flight a verbal warning will be given. However, on the second occurrence a
charge of $50.00 will be made to your account.  On the third occurrence you will be
charged  $100.00. If further missed bookings continue you will be charged the amount
equal to your flight booked each time and this fee must be paid in full prior to your next
booking.

Refusal of Bookings

We reserve the right to refuse the use of the aircraft to anyone.

Pilot In Command Responsibilities

The PIC is responsible for all matters related to the flight, and of the safe operation and
control of the aircraft. The PIC is solely held responsible for returning the aircraft in a
clean and undamaged condition. In the event of an incident or accident, the PIC is
responsible for any and all damages  to the aircraft and will be required to pay the
insurance deductible sum of $1,500.00 or, if damage is less than that amount, the
damages in full. The PIC will also be held responsible for any personal injury, and
damages to any related equipment or property.
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Flight Operations

Practice Areas

A diagram of the approved practice areas can be found below. A review of the
boundaries of these practice areas, will be given prior to a flight.

Airport Operations

Prior to operating from any airport that has a runway length of less than 2,500 feet, a
checkout with an instructor will be required prior to operating into that airport. All pre-
flight planning is to include a takeoff and landing calculation for over a 50' obstacle to
ensure sufficient runway is available. Airports must be listed in the CFS for approval to
be given. We also reserve the right to withhold approval for operating out of any
airport. 
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Seasonal Operation

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. has adopted the fol lowing policies for seasonal operations,
due to new concerns and challenges each presents.

Spring Operations

Birds are migrating into the area and are looking for a warm and sheltered place to
build a nest. The use of the engine blanket, cowl fairing plugs, and pitot tube cover,
where applicable, must be used throughout the spring and summer seasons. If any
nests are found please bring it to the attention of a Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. staff
member prior to proceeding with the intended flight. A reminder that diligent use of
carburetor heat be maintained as daytime temperatures warm up and the increased
moisture present in the air offer a higher likelihood of carburetor icing. It is advisable to
check this every 10 - 15 minutes while in flight, or for the full duration while flying in
visible moisture.

Grass Runway Operations

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. does not allow our aircraft to be operated on a grass runway.

Summer Operations

With longer daylight hours there is an increase in demand for aircraft rentals by
licenced pilots.  Any booking of the aircraft that extends into “after hours” must be
arranged a minimum of 24 hours in advance.

Fall Operations

With the cooler fall temperatures there is a need to double check for wildlife seeking
shelter in various locations in the aircraft. Cooler temperatures also bring a greater
chance of carburetor icing. A reminder that diligent use of carburetor heat is required,
as the temperatures cool and the relative humidity is high. Condensation in the fuel is
also of greater concern, therefore the fuel tanks should be kept as full as possible
corresponding with operational needs. Prior to any fall flying, the temperature / dew-
point spread and relative humidity should be closely reviewed to eliminate any
possibility for ice accumulating on the aircraft. Under NO circumstances will ANY flight
take place with any contamination on the aircraft.
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Winter Operations

     The cold temperatures are very hard on all parts of the aircraft, however, the engine
is most affected. To reduce wear on the engine, avoid prolonged power-off descents.
The aircraft must also be pre-heated for a minimum of 30 minutes prior to the first flight
of the day. When starting, avoid over-priming or pumping the throttle. If you have
difficulties, consult a Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. instructor. 
     If the aircraft is away from the main base, the pilot in command shall ensure the
aircraft engine is pre-heated prior to any attempted start-up. Acceptable means of pre-
heating are:  parking the aircraft in a heated hangar overnight ( or sufficient time prior
to flight ), or the use of an electric heater inserted to the engine cowl compartment with
engine plugs installed. NO flight shall be attempted when any contamination such as
frost, ice or snow is present on any surface of the aircraft. All surface contamination
shall be removed by sweeping the aircraft off with a snow brush ( no excessive
scrapping is allowed ) and / or parking the aircraft in a heated hangar until clear and
dry.
     There will be no Touch and Goes allowed whenever there is contamination present
on the runway. Contamination is considered to be pooling water, sand, loose or packed
snow (50 percent or greater) and ice or ice patches (25 percent or greater) as reported
in the “runway surface report”.

Extended Rentals

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. does not offer extended rentals of company aircraft. 

Flight Over Water

Pursuant to the Canadian Aviation Regulations 406.54, flight over water is limited to
within gliding distance of the shoreline. No pilot shall operate the aircraft beyond
gliding distance of the shoreline at any time.

First Aid

First aid kits are available in the main office as well as in the aircraft.

Fire - Ground

All customers of Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. will have proper training as to the location
and use of the aircrafts fire extinguisher.

Do not use “pumping the throttle” as a means to facilitate starting the aircraft as this
method may cause an engine fire.  
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Aircraft Emergencies

In the event of an emergency the PIC will follow the procedures stated on the aircraft’s
emergency checklist. This checklist was developed in accordance with the aircraft’s
pilot operating handbook and shall be followed for any emergency, on the ground or
while airborne. Once the aircraft has been shut down or landed safely, contact a Kuhl
Aero Academy Inc. staff member immediately with the full details of the emergency and
the procedures you followed.

Off Airport Landing

In the case of an emergency, forced landing or unauthorized landing away from home
base, the PIC will, when safely landed and having ensured the aircraft is secured, 
contact the office of Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. immediately at 519-364-4667 and explain
the nature of the situation. Under NO circumstances will you attempt to take-off again
without permission from the CFI /PRMC. 

Transportation by private vehicle or taxi may be arranged to return the PIC and
passengers back to the Hanover Airport.

Charts and Publications

It is the responsibility of the PIC to ensure the appropriate, and current, navigational
charts and Canadian Flight Supplement are carried on board the aircraft at all times.
Publications may be purchased from Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. While we maintain an
inventory of these items, supplies may occasionally run out - allow adequate time to re-
order these items. 

Aircraft Care

Securing the Aircraft

Company aircraft shall be considered secure when returned to the hangar or tie down
area. When an aircraft is to be tied down, the aircraft shall be positioned into the wind,
wheel chocks put in place, control locks installed and the cowl plugs inserted after each
landing. The PIC is responsible for any costs incurred away from main base such as:
hangar fees, tie down fees and landing fees. During winter operations an engine cowl
blanket and pre-heat is supplied and must be used.
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Aircraft Cleanliness

Keeping the aircraft clean is a requirement that all pilots must share. After each flight
ensure the aircraft is tidied up for the next booking. Ensure all personal items have
been removed from the aircraft, including headsets, maps and charts. Seat belts should
be secured and fastened over the seat and both main doors properly closed including
the baggage compartment door. If the carpet and seats appear dirty they should be
vacuumed off with a portable vacuum obtained from the main office. Should the
windscreen become dirty with bugs, it shall be cleaned and wiped down. If the wings
show signs of bugs, they shall be wiped down with a damp cloth. 

Reporting Defects

All defects shall be reported to the PRMC as soon as possible after the finding, and in
all cases prior to the next flight.. It is the responsibility of the PIC to record any defects
in the aircraft journey log book. The PRMC has the authority to defer the defect or if
deemed non- deferrable the aircraft shall be grounded until the defect has been
rectified.

Pilot Etiquette and Training

To use Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. aircraft for any flight without an instructor on board,
you must be current on that aircraft. A check ride with a Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. will be
required beyond the following limits:

Student Pilot Permit                             14 days 
Recreational Pilots / Private Pilot         30 days
CPL or PPL with 150 hours or more     60 days
Night                                                     30 days

Medical

As PIC it is your responsibility to maintain a valid medical for the licence you hold, or
are training towards. If you are unsure of the medical categories or how they relate to
you, ask your instructor or consult Part IV of the Canadian Aviation Regulations. You
will not be allowed to assume the role of PIC in any Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. aircraft
unless you have a current medical on file and can produce the original before
assuming the role of PIC for that flight. Our main office has a list of approved Transport
Canada Aviation Medical Examiners who can perform your medical. You will be asked
to provide proof of meeting the medical requirements prior to each and every solo
training flight.
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Smoking

Health Canada declares that smoking has negative impacts on an individual’s health.
Smoking in public places is prohibited, including our facilities, the air-side of an airport
and within or nearby any Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. aircraft.

Smoke is also harmful to the aircraft’s instruments, as it may clog up the filters in air
driven instruments.

Drugs and Alcohol

You shall not be permitted to engage in training of any nature while under the influence
of intoxicating liqueur, drugs or medication capable of impairing your ability. You also
shall not carry a passenger who is impaired or allow the use of drugs or alcohol while in
flight. Should the aircraft become involved in an incident or accident of any nature while
you are the PIC, testing for drugs and alcohol will take place immediately at the most
appropriate local facility such as the police station or hospital. If you are found to be
impaired you may be charged by the local law enforcement authorities and will be held
responsible for any damages to our company aircraft and any related property.

Clothing

Appropriate clothing must be worn for current weather and seasonal requirements at all
times to ensure the comfort and safety of our customers. Open toed shoes like flip flops
or sandals are not appropriate for flight training. Large bulky items such as parkas and
hoods are also deemed not appropriate. Gloves, proper fitting footwear, hats and
jackets are a firm requirement for all winter flying operations.

Sexual Harassment Policy

Principals and Company Policies

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. has a responsibility to maintain a respectful environment
where its students and staff can feel comfortable in a professional, friendly and non-
threatening atmosphere. It is of utmost importance that our students and staff be able
to enjoy their flight training experience, free from the threat of any sexual misconduct.

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. will not tolerate sexual harassment, misconduct or assault.
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Flight Minima

Weather - Solo Students and Rental Pilots

Weather minima for Solo -  Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. flights are as follows:

Ceiling – AGL Flight Vis ( SM) Max. Crosswind

Practice Area - Day 3000 ft 10 10 kt

Circuits - Day 1500 ft 5 10 kt

X-Country Day/Night 5000ft 10 10 kt

Practice Area - Night 2000ft 10 10 kt

Circuits - Night 1500 ft 8 10 kt

IFR Not Allowed Not Allowed Not Allowed

Note - There must be no cumulonimbus, towering cumulus or precipitation to be forecast within 20 NM
within your area, or along your route  until 2 hours after your estimated time of return for a cross country
flight, and in the case of a local flight, 1 hour after your estimated time of return.

Weather - Dual Flights

Weather minima for Dual -  Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. flights are as follows:

Ceiling AGL Flight Vis ( SM) Max Crosswind

Practice Area - Day 3000 ft 10 Max Demonstrated

Circuits Day 1500 ft 5 Max Demonstrated

X-Country Day/Night 5000 ft 10 Max Demonstrated

Practice Area - Night 3000 ft 10 Max Demonstrated

Circuits - Night 1500 ft 8 Max Demonstrated

IFR Not Allowed Not Allowed Not Allowed

Note - There must be no cumulonimbus, towering cumulus or precipitation to be forecast within 20 NM
within your area, or along your route  until two hours after your estimated time of return for a cross
country flight, and in the case of a local flight, one hour after your estimated time of return.
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Temperature

To protect our aircraft’s engine, and for the comfort of our customers, we do not
operate in extremely cold weather. Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. does not allow flight
operations of any nature when the OAT is below -15 degrees Celsius.

Wind

Winds reported at the airport, either as in a METAR or as reported by a UNICOM must
be constant at 20 knots or less, or show no gusts beyond 20 knots. As per Kuhl Aero
Academy Inc. policy in regards to the flight minima, crosswind must be no greater than
10 knots for solo and maximum demonstrated crosswind for the aircraft when flying
dual.

When conducting upper air work training, the FD’s stated on Nav Canada’s  AWWS
website must show winds are not exceeding 30 kts at the 3000' level.

Note - The CFI or delegate may authorize lower limits than specified in the flight
minima for dual and rental flights given consideration to the lesson being conducted,
the level of training, experience of the PIC, existing and forecast weather conditions
and any other pertinent weather conditions. Under no circumstance may this lower limit
be lower than the VFR weather limits set out in the CAR’s.

Fuel

No aircraft will depart with less than 50% fuel tank capacity, unless due to weight and
balance considerations. In all cases the minimum fuel and oil on board must be
sufficient for the entire flight plus an additional 60 minutes of reserve to allow for any
unforeseen delays. If this requirement becomes a concern, land at the closest airport
and dip the tanks. If you require fuel, you make the purchase using your credit card. 
Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. will refund all approved fuel purchases.

Night Flying

Any PIC on a solo or rental flight who does not hold a night rating shall return to the 
airport at least 30 minutes prior to the official start of night as defined by the CAR’s.
Any pilot conducting night flying operations shall have filed a flight plan with the closest
FIC, and is responsible for all weather and operational requirements of the flight. The
PIC shall only close the flight plan on the ground via telephone after landing. The
aircraft shall be properly hangared for the night, the flight sheet filled out and entries
made into the aircraft journey logbook. The invoice will be charged to the customer’s
credit card the following morning. 
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Carriage of Pets

Kuhl Aero Academy Inc. offers flight training and sight seeing flights as our normal day
to day flight operations. Customers who have allergies or a sensitivity to odors may be
affected in such a way that they would not be able to enjoy their flight. The cockpit is
relatively small and odors may be pronounced and linger for a long time.

No pets may be carried at any time on board company aircraft.

Cross Country Routes

                                              Recreational Pilot Permit

                                     2 hour Navigational Cross Country Requirement.

CYHS --------------------------- CYXU -------------------------- CYHS
Hanover                               London                              Hanover

(Total - 2 Hour Cross Country Flight)     

                                               Private Pilot Licence

150 NM - total - Cross Country Requirement.  With 2 full stops other than the point of     
                                                                          depar ture.

Departure       Full Stop         Full Stop            Arrival
CYHS ----------- CYVV ---------- CYLS ----------- CYHS               =  total distance 171 nm
 Hanover          Wiarton       Lake Simcoe       Hanover                                             

Departure       Full Stop         Full Stop            Arrival
CYHS ----------- CYXU---------- CYGD ----------- CYHS               =  total distance 153 nm
 Hanover          London         Goderich       Hanover                                             
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